
        
        
            


  
    
      
        
          
            
              
              
            
          

        


        

      


      
        Sorry, we are dealing with an unexpected error
      


      
        
          We're working to fix this as soon as possible; meanwhile you can
          continue to book and manage your shipments as normal.
        

        
          If you're still encountering difficulties navigating any section of
          the website, we suggest trying again at a later time.
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            Transportation services
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                    Ocean and Maersk Spot
                  

                


                
                  Book your Ocean & Inland shipments online at fixed
                  container shipping prices and with a loading guarantee to know
                  when they will arrive.
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                    Shipping rates quote with add-ons
                  

                


                
                  If you're looking for a standard container shipping rates
                  quote, please use this form.
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                    Oversized cargo quotes
                  

                


                
                  Request a quote for an ocean shipment that exceeds the
                  dimensions of our standard containers.
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                    Inland container shipping prices
                  

                


                
                  Use our inland container shipping price look-up feature to
                  find inland container rates online that are already included
                  in your existing contract or look up our tariff rates.
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                    Less-than-Container Load (LCL)
                  

                


                
                  Maersk Less-Than-Container Load solutions help businesses move
                  small amounts of cargo in quick response to demand.
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            If you're exporting from, or importing to, the Americas and looking
            for tariff inquiry information, please visit our
            Tariffs rates and
            Tariff text rules information pages.
          

        

        
      

      
    

  





  
    
      
        
          
            Supply chain and logistics services
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                  Customs Services

                


                
                  Our Customs Services can help every importer and exporter that
                  needs to have customs clearance and expedite this process at
                  both origin and destination.
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                  Cargo Insurance

                


                
                  Take no chances. Get comprehensive cover for your cargo
                  through Maersk Cargo Insurance, provided by Zurich Insurance.
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                  Value Protect

                


                
                  A solution to keep your cargo protected from logistics-related
                  risks.
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                  Captain Peter™

                


                
                  Get visibility on the state of your in-transit reefer goods.
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                  API Solutions

                


                
                  API Solutions are the future of data integrations and are
                  capable of secure, fast data transmissions that can be used to
                  automatically update your information in real-time.
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                  EDI Solutions

                


                
                  With Maersk's Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) your paperwork
                  will be reduced and your business and communication with us
                  become faster.
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                  Maesk Flow

                


                
                  Maersk Flow is a self-service digital supply chain solution.
                  With visibility into your supply chain operations, you can
                  take the right action at the right time and be in control of
                  your logistics operations.
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        URL: https%3a%2f%2feascpcd.maersk.com%2f%7e%2fmedia_sc9%2fmaersk%2flocal-information%2ffiles%2fnorth-america%2fcanada%2foverview%2fremote-printing-agreement-web-canada-2023.pdf
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